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Challenges

Moving Cities 
HOW DO WE WANT TO LIVE?
HOW DO WE WANT TO BE MOBILE?

The issues and challenges facing us today 
call for new solutions that will advance us 
on the path to human-scale cities and the 
regions of the future. 

How to implement the mobility transition 
concerns all members of society. Each one 
of us has a part to play: 

Businesses, cities and local authorities, 
and citizens



Moving Cities 
WHAT ARE THE MOST PRESSING 
QUESTIONS IN THE FIELD OF URBAN 
& SUBURBAN MOBILITY?

On behalf of Koelnmesse, the Institute 

of Transport Research of the German 

Aerospace Center (DLR) has studied 

how cities across the world can 

successfully shape the next generation 

of urban mobility.

A special point of focus: Cologne’s 

sister cities. The study combines 

scientific evidence with tangible 

visions, positioning the City of Cologne 

as an engine of the future.

Study



Sister cities

Liège

Barcelona

Paris

Rotterdam

Stockholm

Tel Aviv

Beijing

Kyoto

Hamburg

>>> Free study 
download

https://www.polis-mobility.com/trade-fair/study-urban-mobility/


Solutions

Moving Cities
HOW DO WE WANT TO LIVE?
HOW DO WE WANT TO BE MOBILE?

Cities must address the transformation of 
the urban and rural environment with a 
holistic approach.

▪ Innovative mobility and urban 
development concepts for liveable 
cities

▪ Citizen participation to increase 
acceptance of the transformation

▪ Intelligent sector coupling to connect 
energy, transport and industry, and 
drive decarbonisation

▪ Connected mobility concepts and 
inter/multimodal mobility to reduce 
emissions and traffic



polisMOBILITY addresses tomorrow’s mobility from a holistic, cross-
sector and transmodal perspective.

360-degree strategy

polisMOBILITY focuses on intelligent and connected mobility 
solutions. It will showcase applications and best practices.

polisMOBILITY is a networking platform for international
policymakers, cities and local authorities, business and civil society.

Solutions instead of products

The B2G2C framework for action

USPs



360-degree strategy



polisMOBILITY will transform the city into a real-life laboratory
and people into real actors. 

Experience spaces in the city will invite visitors to interact with the 
next generation of mobility personally – in best-practice areas and 
in transport experiments.

Solutions instead of products



Framework for action

B G

C



Visitor target groups

B G

C

• Retailers 

• Skilled trades

• Automotive industry

• Mobility managers

• Digital economy

• Energy industry

• Corporate campus and 
parking space developers

• National and international 
policymakers 

• City and local authority 
decision makers

• Local authority companies 

• Transport planners and 
urban developers 

• People with an interest in 
mobility 

• Citizens

• Societies and associations

• Initiatives

G BG C



Partner

public sector partners

Industry partners



Digital mobility community  

Moving Cities 
HOW WILL WE REACH PEOPLE? polisMOBILITY is a hybrid event and 

constantly in motion, 365 days a year. As a 
community and platform devoted to all 
the questions about life tomorrow at the 
intersection of mobility, digitalisation and 
energy.



The location

North Rhine-Westphalia
Germany’s largest metropolitan region and an 
economic powerhouse

▪ 8.1 million Europeans within a 50 km radius 
▪ 20 million Europeans within a 100 km radius
▪ 21% of German GDP // 4.5% of European GDP

Moving Cities 
WHERE IS THE NUCLEUS OF 
INNOVATIVE MOBILITY?



Formats

polisMOBILITY will present brand and themed stands: 
Three halls are planned with 150+ exhibitors and 10,000+ trade visitors.

Solutions showcase

Three stages will host discussions on mobility solutions and 
best practices, presented in over 50 programme segments.   

International conference

City and trade fair experience, including test tracks for 
e-mobility, autonomous driving and micromobility.

Test drives & real-life laboratory



Hall overview

HALL  5

HALL  4

HALL  1



International conference

2. Autono-
mous & 

connected

1. Urban 
develop-

ment

3. Mobility 
services

4. Drive 
technologies

6. Charging

5. Electrifi-
cation & 

sector 
coupling

7. Active 
mobility

8. Local 
public 

transport 
concepts

10. Drones 
& urban 
aviation

9. Urban 
logistics

Topic clusters for the polisMOBILITY conference



Experience in the heart of the city

Experience Lane –
City

Mobility Stations 
– City

Experience 
Lane – Trade 
Fair

Mobility 
Station – Trade 
Fair (Hall 5)

Cologne Real-Life 
Laboratory Station

Trade Fair Car Park 
Mobility Station



International expo & conference
on future mobility & urban life

Our mission

Mobility as a holistic, shared experience in the urban 
space.

• City event, expo and conference

• Three formats covering diverse themes linked to 
mobility in the urban environment and the suburbs

• Digital community all year round



Join the Movement

Ingo Riedeberger 
i.riedeberger@koelnmesse.de
+49 221 821-2572

polisMOBILITY is on the move: 
The expo event for sustainable mobility gets 
people going in the city and the region – and 

across the whole world. Today and tomorrow. 
Online and in person:

From 18 to 21 May 2022 in Cologne. 

Start discovering new paths today.

Diana Dréan 
d.drean@koelnmesse.de
+49 221 821–2264 

mailto:i.riedeberger@koelnmesse.de
mailto:d.drean@koelnmesse.de

